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Introduction
In today’s world of hyper-connectedness
and rapid consumption patterns, which are
driven by Cloud, Data, Mobile and IoT,
companies have the need to dynamically
change to stay ahead of competition, while
driving greater customer centricity. The
API economy allows business leaders to use
the power of their data and digital assets
to capture new market opportunities and
create new partnerships to support business
innovation. Technology leaders have access
to deploy and manage new functionality,
dynamically and quicker than ever before,
while developers can be productive in
rapidly creating engaging, best-in-class
experiences.
Today’s leading enterprises are transforming
digitally, jumping head first into the API
economy. Transformations are being driven
by connected devices and consumers’
thirst for compelling brand experiences, all
generating a vast and ever-growing amount
of data.

In the API economy, application
programming interfaces (APIs) act as the
digital glue that links services, applications
and systems. This allows businesses to make
the most of their data to create compelling
customer experiences and open new
revenue channels.
APIs are important to banks and insurers
for at least three reasons:
• They allow for the sharing of internal
services
• They allow banks to take advantage of
external innovations
• They allow them to monetize services
they provide
When considering the API economy, two
themes come out consistently. One is the
lack of good governance on creating and
managing APIs. The new APIs are often
driven by urgent project or business needs,
without much thought about quality or
performance or scalability. Another theme
is the lack of API reuse. The application
developers often don’t know what APIs are
already available, even internally.

Therefore, there is often duplication of
APIs being created and lack of reuse.
The ability to design, build, deliver and
manage composable services is an important
infrastructure capability in the age of
hybrid cloud. The API economy is helping
banks embrace digital transformation and
delight their customers with better banking
experiences.
IBM® Banking and Insurance Process
and Services Models (BPS/IPS) provide
an industry-specific common language
to support a complete and unambiguous
description of the business services that
are required to support the organization.
They enable the efficient and accurate
gathering of requirements, and help
enforce consistency of definitions with a
single integration effort or across multiple
projects, including using the new RESTful
API Design Model (RADM).
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Insurance viewpoint
Insurers are looking for alternative revenue
streams and are keen to align with agency
channel/customer needs, including partners
and third-party players into their supply
chain, to optimize their processes through
better integration, and APIs play a key role
in all these.
Insurance companies that are creating their
own mobile Apps for their customers need
to look at three areas for APIs.
General information – this is information
that is not tailored to the specific customer
using the App. It could include general
information about the insurance offerings
– coverage types, office/agent locations,
insurance calculators, tools. For life
insurance, insurance coverage options
might be listed.

Custom information and transactions –
this is information and transactions that are
tailored to the customer using the App. For
these APIs, additional security is required to
ensure appropriate access.
APIs fitting into this category might include
– pay your bill, view policy, review coverage
and discounts, insurance ID cards, view/
update profile, contact your agent, collect
accident documentation and information,
submitting claim, request assistance or road
side service, check on claim status. For life
insurance, policy, payments, beneficiary
information, etc. could be viewed or
transacted.

Mobile advantages – Customers using
the App on the mobile device can take
advantage of functions of the phone or
tablet with APIs provided by the insurance
company. Sample device functions that
apps can take advantage of are the camera,
microphone, GPS services, and date/time
functions. Relating this to the insurance
company’s APIs means that the camera can
be used to take a picture of any damages,
use the GPS services with APIs to identify
the location and use the date/time to
automatically time stamp the information.
Voice recording can also be used to
capture information from witnesses. For
homeowner’s insurance pictures can be
taken of belongings to catalog the items.
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Key API trends in the insurance
industry
• APIs are driving stronger partnerships
(Insurance aggregators , microinsurance, bancassurance partnerships)
including cross-industry partnerships
• Co-insurance needs driving API
adoption
• Mobile is a key driver for APIs
• Significant legacy platforms in insurers
IT is driving insurers to encapsulate/
expose APIs for business differentiation
APIs are driving new revenue value
chains
• Mobile apps make calls to back end
services through Web APIs e.g. Quote,
Policy and Bind
• Cloud services are exposed through
Web APIs enabling rapid composition
environments e.g. geo location
capability
• Social APIs fuel personalized
experiences for users and new business
models e.g. gaming, making targeted
campaigns / offerings
• Big data sources provide insights that
can be shared and monetized through
APIs e.g. fraud in claims, driving
behavior
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Banking viewpoint
Traditional banking today is much less
stable than in times past. Rapidly changing
customer expectations, increasing
regulation and ever greater competition
from financial technology (fintech)
companies (and other new entrants)
has resulted in a highly competitive
marketplace. Many banking organizations
are quickly losing customers to digital banks
and having more difficulty finding and
keeping new prospects.
Digital transformation is revolutionizing
consumer and corporate banking, alongside
many other industries. As banks embrace
the growing importance of digital channels
and interactions with their clients, they
often talk about the need to have multimodal or two-speed IT. For example, core
banking systems need to provide enterprisestrength, high-volume, transactional
integrity without fail. Customer
interactions, however, such as mobile and
social experiences, require agile, rapid
iteration of capabilities to delight the bank’s
customers.

These new agile capabilities are often
provided by composing new application
programming interfaces (APIs) from
their existing services based on software
oriented architecture (SOA). The banks
don’t want to re-create or do away with
these SOA services but to reuse them where
appropriate and expose them as APIs.
Banks must adapt by recognizing that
change is ongoing. “Next generation”
banks must own their customers’ experience
and orchestrate all of the component parts
on behalf of the customer. Banks must
also embrace “openness,” so they can
enable a collaborative environment with
fintechs (and other disruptive entrants) to
create new ecosystems that produce rapid
innovation and new capabilities.
In an era of unprecedented change,
technology offers banking clients greater
access to information than ever before. Out
of this revolutionary advance, a new class
of smarter and more demanding customers
has emerged.

In tandem, new financial players are
moving quickly to offer new compelling
digital services. As with every major change
triggered by technological advancement,
there are clear winners, and those who
are unable to adapt. Banks that embrace
digitization have an opportunity to generate
new business value and better engage with
their customers.
A true digital bank is built on the value
proposition that most products and services
are delivered digitally. Its customers expect
to use digital channels for their day-today banking activities. The digital bank’s
infrastructure is optimized for real-time
digital interactions and its culture embraces
the rapid change of digital technologies.
A true, sustainable digital bank business
model means that the bank optimizes its
customer interactions, products, processes
and data around digital technologies.
Successful digital banks are appealing on
the front end and are also digitally efficient
on the back end.
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Designing a digital bank requires
optimization of the following five areas:
Digitally optimized interactions
Digital channels are where customers
conduct most of their basic financial
transactions and should be at the center of
every bank’s distribution strategy. When
convenience is valued, banks should
provide security-rich services through
digital channels. When a personal touch is
more effective, banks can also use digital
technologies to aid in the interactions. For
example, leading banks today differentiate
themselves by offering customers the ability
to communicate with their bankers or
contact center agents over video chat on
customers’ own devices. The combination
of digital convenience and personal touch is
what sets these leading banks apart.

Digitally optimized products
A digital bank’s products should be designed
so they can be easily purchased and serviced
on digital channels, which is often radically
simpler than similar products offered by
traditional banks. The key to designing
great products is to think like a retailer.
Banks must examine their product lifecycle
and ask questions such as:
• How would customers first hear about
the product?
• Where do customers conduct research?
• Is it possible to purchase the products
digitally?
• Can after-sale services be conducted
digitally?
• How can issues and questions be
resolved?

Digitally optimized processes
Because banks need an end-to-end view
of the customer journey beyond digital
interactions, they should invest in digitizing
the processes that support the journey.
Banks can start by digitizing user signatures
and forms for a paperless environment.
On the back end, banks could consolidate
and streamline business processes onto an
enterprise business process management
system and eventually achieve straightthrough processing. Banks can then create
even greater business value by integrating
with ecosystem partners including real
estate agencies, accounting firms and
notaries.
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Digitally optimized insights
Through customer insight, banks can
get personal even without the expensive
in-person interaction. Customers value
personalized services that are tailored to
their needs because they want their bank to
“know me better.” Banks need to develop
the capacity to sense and rapidly respond
to their customers’ increasingly eclectic
demands and unpredictable patterns of
banking behavior. With the ability to
use customer insight in real time, banks
can devise truly differentiating banking
experiences and solutions to deliver the
right product at the right time through the
appropriate channel.

Digitally optimized organization
Becoming a digital bank also means
transforming the bank’s own culture and
organization. A digital native organization
is more agile in adapting to ever-changing
customer behaviors. Many traditional banks
create a subsidiary with new teams and
fresh minds when starting a digital brand.
They hire talent or look for advice from
more customer-oriented industries like
retail. A digital bank is branding to some
banks. For others it is the digital channels.
The transformation into a true digital
bank is much broader and deeper. Across
all channels, banks must weave face-toface intimacy into digital interactions as
well as add digital convenience to personal
engagements.

Digital banking also requires a deep
transformation of the entire banking
organization including the digitization of
processes and extraction of insights from
data. Even the bank’s strategy, business
model and mindset should become more
digitally oriented. Those that are most
adept at harnessing digital technologies
can become industry leaders. The wave of
new entrants, game changing technologies,
and customers moving to digital services
and platforms represents challenges and
opportunities. Banks must evolve and adapt
or be left behind. Fortunately, they are
well-positioned to take advantage of this
opportunity
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IBM BPS / IPS Components
Value Chains - a representation of line of
business functions that are supported by a
set of long running business processes.
Analysis Process Model - models as
much as 80% of all processes undertaken
by financial services organizations trading
internationally.

Business Terms - industry concepts in
plain business language, with no modeling
or abstraction involved.

Orchestration Process Model - technical
specifications of the processes that form the
basis for downstream implementation of
executable processes.

Business Functions - groups of business
terms describing a capability model. All
functions provide a hierarchy of standard
business functions or areas of responsibility.
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IBM Banking/Insurance Process and
Service Models are a content-rich set of
models designed specifically for banking
and insurances organizations. They are
aligned with the industry requirements
resulting in transformation projects being
shortened, with consequent savings in time
and money for the organization.

Services, Components & APIs

Processes

Supportive Content - a method of
mapping both external and internal
terms from business standards and other
requirements to the Business Terms.

UML (IBM Rational Software Architect)
BPMN 2.0 (IBM Business Process Manager)

Figure 1. BPS / IPS Components

WSDL (IBM Business Process Manager)
XSD (IBM Business Process Manager)
API Specifications/code (IBM API Connect)
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Service Analysis Models

Service & API Design Models

Business Object Model - business content
and guidance for SOA analysts, designers
and systems developers to clearly capture
any business requirements at a detailed
level.

Web Service Design Model - a design for
an enterprise-wide and business servicesbased architecture though the development
of participants, service interfaces, and
messages.

Interface Design Model - takes the
analysis-level candidate services and
concepts identified within the service
analysis model and allows the specification
of an SOA that meets those requirements.

Message Service Design Model - a
platform-specific model that contains
definitions to enable the generation of
XSD messages and commands.

Java Service Design Model - a platformspecific model that contains definitions to
enable the generation of Java services.
RESTful API Design Model - a UML
service design model which contains
definitions for REST Applications.
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Support for RESTful APIs
The RESTful API Design Model (RADM)
contain several kinds of elements.
REST Applications
A REST Application defines the scope of
an API for a particular business purpose.
A REST Application class diagram is used
to identify which REST Resources are
addressable in an API and to define the
Resource paths (URIs) used in the API.
REST Resources
Resources are the fundamental concept in a
RESTful API, they:
• are addressable by a URI
• have one or more operations
• have associated data structures
• can define relationships to other
resources
There are three types of Resources defined
in RADM:

Collection Resources
• Made up of more than one member
resource
• Can be ordered or unordered
• Resource name is a plural noun
Member Resources
• Point to a single entity
• Resource name is a singular noun
• Identified by an Id. The Id can be
generated by the provider or created by
the client on a POST
• Modeled as <<Virtual>> resources
Algorithmic Resources
• Resources can be algorithms. These can
be used to invoke business processes,
complex business logic, etc.
• Modeled as <<Virtual>> resources

REST Data Objects
The data types associated with Resources in
the RADM are called REST Data Objects
(RDOs). RDOs allow you to explicitly
define, at modelling time, the structure of
the messages (e.g. JSON, XML) that will be
used in your APIs.
When constructing the “vanilla” RDOs the
aim was to ensure the RDOs are easy to
use and understand by API consumers. To
achieve this several recommendations have
been adhered to:
• RDO structure should be simple and
should not be deeply nested
• RDO attribute names should have
obvious meaning to the API consumer
• RDOs should not utilize polymorphism
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RESTful API Lifecycle
A typical RESTful API development cycle
has the following stages.
API Requirement Definition
When developing a REST API for a
particular business requirement, the
enterprise defines the requirement based
on what data they want to expose from
the business. The data to be exposed
determines the scope of what the user of
the eventual API is able to do to retrieve
and manipulate the enterprise’s data.
For the Banking RADM, the Banking
Industry Architecture Network (BIAN)
can be used during the API requirement
definition phase. For example you could
determine which BIAN Business Scenarios
relate to the business requirement and then
identify the BIAN Service Domains and
BIAN Service Operations that are required
to support those BIAN Business Scenarios.
This information can help in the analysis
and design of the API and its resources.

Resource Design
A critical part of API design is determining
the resources that are in the API, and the
relationships between those resources.
Care should be taken to ensure that the
resource names in the API are meaningful
to the API consumer, who will likely have
no knowledge of the Industry Models.

• Using appropriate nouns for resource
names
• Using the three resource types Collection Resources, Member
Resources, Algorithmic Resources
• Using consistent query parameters in
resource operations - _sort, _fields,
_offset, _limit, _expand

Resource design provides an opportunity
to hide data concept complexity in the
models, therefore making the API more
consumable. The relationships that are
defined between resources determine the
available paths or URIs within the API.

REST Data Object Design
Data structure (e.g. JSON., XML) design is
also critical in API design. Care should be
taken to ensure that RDOs are structurally
simple and that RDO attribute names are
meaningful to the API consumer. RDO
design provides an opportunity to hide the
data complexity in the models, therefore
making the API more consumable.

Following the RADM approach for
designing resources should ensure the
APIs you create are consistent and share
common characteristics, and therefore
make it easy for consumers to learn and use
new APIs. This includes:

Following the RADM approach for
designing RDOs should ensure the
APIs you create are consistent and share
common characteristics, and therefore
make it easy for consumers to learn and use
new APIs. This includes:
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• Using Boundary of Type (BOT)
diagrams to determine and scope which
service model elements an RDO and its
attributes will be derived from
• Using a consistent approach for
Resource references
• Limiting the depth of an RDO to a
manageable level (e.g. a maximum of
three levels deep)
• Avoiding polymorphism which can
make the API difficult to implement and
could be a barrier to adoption by API
consumers
API Specification Modeling
Define REST Resources
• Create REST resource classes for
Collection, Member and Algorithmic
resources
• Create a path dependency between a
resource and each resource that it can
navigate to
• Add relevant HTTP verb operations to
each resource (e.g. GET, PUT, POST,
DELETE)
• Specify the Media Types each resource
operation produces and consumes (e.g.
JSON)

• Specify the HTTP status codes that can
be returned from a resource operation.
Or, specify an Error RDO that can
be used to return details of errors
encountered when a resource operation
is invoked.
• Add relevant path, query, body and
response parameters to each resource
operation.
Define REST Data Objects
• Create a Boundary of Type (BOT)
diagram for each <<resource>> RDO
• Add relevant service model classes and
interfaces to the BOT
• Hide attributes and operations that are
not relevant to the required API data
structure
• Remove associations (from the diagram)
that are not relevant to the required API
data structure
• Create a <<resource>> RDO based on
the BOT. Add attributes to the RDO
based on the scoped attributes in the
BOT

• If required, create supertype RDOs
for the <<resource>> RDO, reflecting
the inheritance hierarchy in the service
models (resulting in fewer duplicate
RDO properties in the RADM).
At generation time “flattened” data
objects can be created for RDOs
with supertypes, resulting in a simple
structures without inheritance (resulting
in duplicate properties in the JSON/
XML objects)
• If required, create supporting RDOs
to cater for complex attributes of the
<<resource>> RDO
• Modify resource operation body and
response parameters to refer to the new
<<resource>> RDOs
• Optionally, create custom Error RDOs
to return information when an API
invocation error occurs.
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Define REST Applications
• Create a new REST Application class
for each required API. The name of
the Application class should reflect the
intended usage of the API.
• Create a class diagram
• Drag and drop the REST Application
class onto the diagram
• Drag and drop the REST Resources
required in the API onto the diagram
• Draw Path dependencies between
the Application class and directly
addressable Resources
• If required, draw new Path
dependencies between Resources
• If required, remove (from the class
diagram) Path dependencies between
Resources that are not relevant to this
API

RADM contains a set of REST Resources
which can be used to create new API
specifications. This will enable new API
specifications to be quickly and easily
created.

Generate API Code
RSA provides a UML to Java/JAX-RS
transformation that can be used to generate
API implementation Java code with JAXRS annotations from an RADM.

Generation of API Specifications
and Code

RSA provides a UML to Node.js Express
Transformation that can be used to
generate API implementation Node.js
Express code from an RADM.

Generate API Specifications
IBM Rational® Software Architect (RSA)
provides a BIRT report that can be used
to generate API documentation from an
RADM.
RSA provides a UML to WADL
transformation that can be used to generate
Web Application Description Language
files from an RADM.
A Swagger Generation Utility is provided
with the Models that can be used to
generate Swagger specification files from
RADM.

RSA provides a UML to Worklight
Transformation that can be used to
generate server-side Worklight adapters
and client-side mobile clients stubs from an
RADM.
Note: IBM Worklight Foundation has been
renamed to IBM MobileFirst™ Platform
Foundation.
Swagger generated from an RADM can
be imported to Swagger Editor. Swagger
Editor has a comprehensive and extendable
set of server and client code generation
options.
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Implementation and Management
of the API

With IBM API Connect you can manage
your APIs with business-level controls by
setting varying levels of security, visibility,
and rate limits while sharing APIs with
application developers. The API Connect
service also provides you with the tools to
transform and grow your business with
insights through detailed analytics with
structured filtered searches.

A Swagger API specification file can
be generated for a REST Application
class in an RADM. The Swagger API
specification file can be imported to IBM
API Connect™ in Bluemix®.
IBM API Connect for Bluemix integrates
IBM API Management and IBM
StrongLoop® into a single offering that
provides a comprehensive solution to
create, run, manage, and secure APIs and
microservices.

API Connect supports creating and testing
APIs offline. Embedded with the developer
toolkit is a micro gateway that enables you
to connect to back-end data sources, such
as an SQL database, and perform create-,
read-, update-, and delete-based operations.

BPS APIs (Cloud or On Premise)
BPS APIs

Model Driven Development
Supporting
Services

BIAN Business Services
Linkage

RESTful API Design Model
Swagger

IBM API Connect
Deploy

JavaScript/Java

BPS Tooling
BPEL/WSDL/Java

Enterprise SOA
Business Process
Business Rules
Integration with ESB

DevOps Repository

3rd Party Apps

Figure 2. Sample RESTful API Design Model deployment (banking)
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Legacy Systems
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Security & Control
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